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Circadian rhythms prepare organisms for predictable events during the Earth’s 24-h day. 
These rhythms are entrained by a variety of stimuli. Light is the most ubiquitous and 
best-known zeitgeber (time-giver), but a number of other cues have been identified, 
including food, social cues, and locomotor activity. Given the prevalence of zeitgebers, it 
is not surprising that genes capable of circadian timing functions are located in most 
organs and tissues. Recent evidence argues strongly that drugs of abuse also directly 
entrain circadian rhythms. We review data showing that the entrainment abilities of drugs 
of abuse can be independent of the light-dark cycle and the suprachiasmatic nucleus, do 
not depend on direct locomotor stimulation, and are shared by a variety of drug classes. 
We suggest that such drug-entrained rhythms reflect variations in underlying 
neurophysiological states that contribute to demonstrated daily variations in drug 
metabolism, tolerance, and sensitivity to drug reward. These rhythms may also produce 
daily periods of increased motivation to seek and take drugs. In short, circadian 
entrainment to the timing of drug administration may be a contributing factor in drug 
abuse, addiction, and relapse.  
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INTRODUCTION: CHARACTERISTICS OF CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS  

It is well known that most living organisms use circadian timing systems to synchronize their overall rest-
activity rhythm with the cycle of day and night produced by the Earth’s rotation. In vertebrates, critical 
control circuitry for the rest-activity cycle is located in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN)[59]. This 
nucleus, tied directly to special light-sensitive ganglion cell receptors in the vertebrate eye, responds to 
light-dark transitions in the 24-h range by regulating and integrating a large number of physiological 
processes that produce and modify the basic rest-activity rhythm. The characteristic period of the rest-
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activity rhythm has been tied experimentally to specific gene loci in mice, hamsters, and fruit 
flies[22,35,51,56]. 

The relatively recent advent of high-speed travel by humans across multiple time zones has helped to 
make clear that the circadian rest-activity cycle is entrained and “self-organized”, rather than directly 
elicited and defined by transitions between light and dark. For example, removing light-dark transitions 
(in the absence of potential substitute cues) produces a free-running rhythm with a timing that differs 
slightly from the circadian[41]. The result is a self-organized rhythm that shifts its onset and offset time 
slowly around the 24-h clock. In another example, rapidly crossing multiple time zones (thereby changing 
the relative timing of existing light-dark transitions) reveals the ability of the rest-activity rhythm to reset 
its onset by moving a few hours each day until it matches the new light-dark transitions[41]. The 
integrated qualities of the circadian rest-activity rhythm are also revealed by multiple physiological and 
behavioral changes which begin 1.5–3 h before, and in apparent anticipation of, the entraining light-dark 
transitions. 

It has become clear that light-dark transitions are not the only zeitgebers (entrainers of circadian 
rhythms). For example, the rest-activity cycle can be entrained by light pulses (so-called skeleton photo 
periods)[52,53], by sounds[37], and by social cues, including maternal signals or presence of a 
conspecific[40,44]. Circadian rhythms of anticipatory behavior can be entrained by the daily availability 
of a sizeable meal for a hungry animal[6,39]. Not only can the circadian feeding rhythm appear 
independent of a free-running circadian rest-activity cycle, but the two rhythms involve different 
neurophysiological substrates. The circadian rest-activity rhythm entrained by the light-dark cycle 
depends on an intact SCN, but the food-entrained rhythm does not[8]. After many incomplete leads, 
recent research has implicated the dorsomedial nucleus of the hypothalamus in the timing and expression 
of food-entrainable circadian rhythms[20,38].  

In short, most organisms have evolved the ability to time and anticipate survival-related events 
occurring at a near-circadian interval. These circadian rhythms can be exquisitely sensitive to the type of 
cue (zeitgeber) evolved to entrain them, and insensitive to the presentation of other stimuli. They have a 
limited range of entrainment, so that zeitgebers scheduled at intervals much smaller or larger than 24 h 
fail to entrain circadian rhythms. The effective range varies somewhat between zeitgebers, individuals, 
and conditions, but is in the neighborhood of 21–30 h. Circadian rhythms tend to be self-sustaining in the 
absence of their zeitgeber(s), almost perpetually so in the case of the sleep-wake rhythm, and, for at least 
a few days, in the case of anticipatory wheel running entrained by meals[11,15,63]. Behavioral 
expressions that have disappeared can re-emerge after a single presentation of their zeitgeber or changes 
in the underlying motivating conditions. For example, meal-entrained locomotor rhythms apparently 
eliminated by ad libitum feeding can re-emerge after a single day of deprivation[7,10,62]. Some rhythms 
wax and wane independent of fulfillment; for example, during sleep deprivation, predictable periods of 
increased and decreased sleep latency can be measured[73]; similarly a fasting person will experience 
cycles of increasing then decreasing hunger.   

DRUGS OF ABUSE INTERACT WITH CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS 

Drugs Modify Characteristics of Circadian Rhythms 

Considerable anecdotal evidence suggests the interaction of circadian rhythms and drug abuse. For 
example, drug addicts are commonly reported to show disrupted sleep, activity cycles, and eating habits. 
Researchers traditionally have assumed that these effects were indirect, mediated by drug-produced 
changes in personality characteristics, motivation, and levels of activity or fatigue. However, recent data 
provide evidence that addictive drugs can directly affect ongoing circadian rhythms. For example, cocaine 
alters the circadian rhythm of autonomic and immune mechanisms[28]. Chronic cocaine use appears to 
impair sleep, and this impairment worsens in the first few weeks of abstinence[42]. A single dose of 3,4-
methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA; ecstasy) can cause long-term changes in sleep and motor 
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activity patterns[5]. Similarly, administration of ethanol[3,14], morphine[33], and phenobarbital[21] alters 
the circadian patterns of body temperature and activity. Finally, chronic methamphetamine (MA) can 
restore circadian locomotor rhythms in SCN-lesioned rats[26], and uncouple locomotor rhythms from the 
SCN in intact rats[34,57,58]. Interestingly, these MA-induced rhythms are food entrainable, suggesting 
that food- and drug-entrained rhythms share some common substrate[27]. 

Circadian Activity Rhythms also Modify the Effects of Drugs 

The actions of many therapeutic drugs are known to be affected by the circadian rest-activity cycle. For 
some drugs used to treat hypertension and cancer, time of day that the drug is taken has a critical effect on 
efficacy and safety of the drug[23,24,46,47,60,68]. Thus, it is not surprising that the rest-activity cycle 
also modifies the effects of drugs of abuse. For example, problems associated with drug abuse 
(withdrawal, unusual reaction, overdose) show a circadian pattern, with ER visits concentrating around 
late afternoon/early evening[16,43,55]. The phase of the light-dark cycle affects ethanol hypothermia[3], 
and sensitization to methylphenidate[19] and cocaine[4].  

Further, studies with genetically altered mice have shown that the circadian clock genes influence the 
actions of abused drugs. Compared to their wild-type controls, mice lacking the clock gene show greater 
preference for an environment paired with cocaine; they also have a higher basal firing rate and bursting 
in neurons from the ventral tegmental area, a midbrain nucleus implicated in drug reward[36]. The Per 
gene plays a role in regulating behavioral responses to cocaine[1] and ethanol[61,70,71]. Further, 
circadian rhythms occur in neurotransmitter systems implicated in actions of drugs of 
abuse[9,29,30,31,45].  

Finally, voluntary drug intake is affected by circadian rhythms. Rats subjected to multiple phase shifts 
in the light-dark cycle increased their intake of ethanol[18]. Ethanol intake is generally higher in the 
active phase[17], although the pattern of intake is strain dependent[2,25,48]. Also, rats self-administering 
cocaine i.v. appear to be most sensitive to the reinforcing effects of cocaine when it is available in the 
middle of the light or dark period, and less sensitive 1 h after the transition to light or dark[4]. Intracranial 
self-stimulation also occurs mostly in the active phase[54,64].   

DRUGS OF ABUSE CAN DIRECTLY ENTRAIN CIRCADIAN ACTIVITY RHYTHMS 

In addition to interactions between circadian rhythms and drugs of abuse, there is increasing evidence that 
drugs of abuse directly entrain anticipatory circadian activity, in a manner not unlike that produced by 
established zeitgebers of light-dark transitions, meals, locomotor activity, and social cues. The strongest 
evidence that drugs can serve as zeitgebers is that drugs administered at 24-h intervals, whether by 
injection or voluntary intake, reliably produce circadian anticipatory activity that precedes daily drug 
availability by an hour or more, and persists for several days when the drug is withdrawn. For example, 
daily injections of MA rapidly result in an elevation of circadian locomotor activity preceding the 
injection, an elevation that persists for 2 days after injections stop[57,58].  

To eliminate possible confounding of drug entrainment effects with the activity effects of light-dark 
transitions or uncontrolled ingestion of large meals at a particular time of day, we tested the effects of 
daily MA injections under conditions of constant low illumination with feeding rate limited to a 
maximum of two 95-mg pellets within any 5-min. interval. Fig. 1 shows average wheel turns in 1-h bins 
for rats given MA injections at 24 h. It can be seen that wheel turns increased in hours 22 and 23, 
immediately preceding the unsignaled circadian drug exposure. 

After the last MA injection in this series, the rats were left undisturbed for 48 h. As expected, 
anticipatory wheel running was observed starting at about hour 23. There was no drug injection or any 
other cue at hour 24, and wheel running activity remained elevated for several hours during the time of 
the previous direct effects of drugs on behavior[32]. This persistent locomotor activity following the daily  
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FIGURE 1. Wheel running (Mean ± SEM) in eight rats given MA (2 mg/kg) 
injections at 24-h intervals. Four of the rats were given ten injections at time 1200; 
the other four rats were given 17 injections at time 1900. In the figure, the injection 
time is normalized to time 0. MA had a direct stimulant effect that lasted about 5 h. 
Circadian anticipatory wheel running can be seen beginning at about hour 22, 2 h 
before the next injection. These rats were housed without time-of-day cues, under 
constant dim light, and rate-limited feeding. (Modified from Kosobud et al.[32]; 
used with permission.)  

drug injection time, but in the absence of the drug injection, suggested the possibility that the locomotor 
activity previously elicited by the drug might have acted as a circadian zeitgeber, entraining one or both 
of the pre- and postinjection running activity. To test this possibility, we again gave rats a series of MA 
injections spaced at 24-h intervals, but this time we confined them to a small cage within the circadian 
chamber for 5 h immediately following the drug administrations to prevent gross locomotor activity. The 
same rats were then given a second series of 20 daily injections at a different time, while allowing free 
access to the wheel. Anticipatory wheel running developed normally in both cases and did not appear to 
differ in amount (Fig. 2). Thus, intense bouts of postdrug gross motor behavior do not appear to be 
required for the entrainment or expression of anticipatory drug-related circadian rhythms, although some 
combination of gross motor behavior and its accompaniments appears to affect rhythms following drug 
injection. 

THE HYPOTHESIS THAT DRUGS OF ABUSE FORM A CLASS OF CIRCADIAN 
ENTRAINING STIMULI THAT SHARE FUNCTIONAL CONSEQUENCES FOR DRUG 
ABUSE AND ADDICTION  

Given that both cocaine and MA entrain circadian activity patterns[67], a question of practical and 
theoretical importance is whether other drugs of abuse also entrain circadian rhythms, and the extent to 
which entrainment is linked to their addictive properties. To empirically address whether entrainment is 
an important property of abused drugs, we are engaged in a program of screening drugs from a variety of 
classes, including fentanyl (an opiate), nicotine, ethanol, MA, and two nonabused drugs as controls, p-OH 
amphetamine (which has peripheral sympathomimetic actions like MA and cocaine, but does not cross 
the blood brain barrier), and haloperidol, which blocks DA receptors.  

Our preliminary results to date indicate that nicotine and fentanyl given on 24-h schedules also 
entrain anticipatory activity, while haloperidol and a saline injection control group do not[74,75]. Further, 
Fig. 3 shows average standardized wheel turns for rats given access to a 10% alcohol/water solution for 1 
h daily. Wheel turns were summed into 1-h bins; time 0 is the hour during which alcohol was available. 
Elevated wheel running can be observed in the last hour prior to the next  
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FIGURE 2. Wheel running (Mean ± SEM) in seven rats given injections of MA (2 
mg/kg) at 24-h intervals. Following a series of 26 saline injections (data not shown), 
rats were given 20 injections of MA and then confined to small cages for 5 h, to 
prevent the sustained intense wheel running that normally follows MA administration. 
Following the Caged phase, the rats were given 16 more injections of MA and allowed 
free access to the running wheel (phase Free). Data for each subject were smoothed 
using a 1-h moving average, summed into 1-h bins, and averaged across animals. The 
rats were housed without time-of-day cues, under constant dim lighting, and with rate-
limited feeding. MA was administered at time 0, and both groups showed anticipatory 
wheel running at hours 22 and 23. This result suggests that the locomotor activity 
directly stimulated by MA is not required for circadian anticipation.  

 

FIGURE 3. Standardized wheel turns (Mean ± SEM) for eight rats given 1-h access to 
a 10% ethanol/water solution at 24-h intervals on 25 days. This study used HAD (High 
Alcohol Drinking) rats, selectively bred for high intake of ethanol. Access was given 
during hour 0, and stimulated wheel running for 5–6 during and after the drinking 
period. The rats were housed without time-of-day cues, under constant dim lighting, 
and with rate-limited feeding. Circadian anticipatory wheel running can be seen at hour 
23, 1 h before the next access period[72].  
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(uncued) alcohol session. It is worth pointing out that these rats were obtaining only 3–4 kCal/day from 
alcohol, compared with a total calorie consumption of 30–40 kCal per day (approximately 10% of daily 
calories). This level is well below the threshold for meal entrainment, which has been estimated at about 
30% of daily calories, or about 8 g (24 kCal) of standard lab chow pellets[65].  

An important next step is to determine common factors that may underlie these results for different 
drugs. For example, many, if not all, drugs of abuse share an ability to increase dopaminergic 
transmission in the mesolimbic dopamine (DA) system[12]. However, these drugs also influence this 
system through different primary mechanisms, and some drugs have additional actions that contribute to 
their abuse potential. Thus, cocaine and MA act directly at dopaminergic synapses to enhance 
transmission. Nicotine and opiates stimulate DA neuron firing at nicotinic acetylcholine and µ-opiate 
receptors, respectively. Finally, although the direct actions of ethanol are inhibitory (enhancing GABA-
mediated Cl- flux, inhibiting NMDA transmission), it has been shown to excite DA neurons in vivo[13]. 

A SECOND FORM OF TESTING THE HYPOTHESIS THAT DRUGS FORM A CLASS 
OF CIRCADIAN ENTRAINING STIMULI: THE EFFECTS OF INFRADIAN (LONG 
TAU) CYCLES OF DRUG ADMINISTRATION 

When a zeitgeber of light-dark transitions is given at an interval that well exceeds the typical circadian 
entrainment range (e.g., 29 or 31 h between transitions), the circadian rest-activity cycle fails to entrain to 
this “day” length, and the rhythms start to free-run. To investigate whether this effect might apply to meal 
anticipation, White and Timberlake[66] presented a large meal on a 31-h schedule and obtained similar 
results. Anticipatory wheel running did not occur just before the 31-h schedule, but instead occurred 
approximately 24 h after the last large feeding. White and Timberlake[66] called this burst “ensuing 
activity” because although it occurred at approximately a circadian interval, it was not anticipatory in any 
functional sense. As in the case of a 24-h meal-entrained anticipatory activity burst, the circadian-ensuing 
activity showed damped oscillation at an approximately 24-h interval for several days following the final 
meal. This result was also present in a group of SCN-lesioned rats.  

The question we are addressing with these tests is whether drug-related circadian anticipatory 
rhythms on such presentation schedules show the same effects as meals. If similar circadian mechanisms 
are involved, we predict that animals exposed to a 31-h cycle of drug administration should show elevated 
activity at an interval closer to 24 h than to 31 h, and that this cycle would be reset with each 
administration. It is worth noting that testing the effect of a 31-h meal schedule on entrainment was 
complicated by the need, at least in rats, to offer a supplementary meal to maintain a stable body weight. 
Thus, White and Timberlake[66] offered their rats a second, significantly smaller meal, approximately 6 h 
after the 31-h meal. The size of this meal appeared to fall below the threshold for producing notable 
ensuing activity.  

Fortunately, testing the effect of a 31-h schedule of addictive drug administration can be done with a 
single injection at each 31 h because the drug is not necessary for tissue-need based survival. Thus, we 
can assess more cleanly whether anticipatory drug activity is based on a circadian cycle. Thus, White[67], 
using cocaine injections, showed that ensuing activity also follows cocaine injections by a near-circadian 
interval despite there never being injections at the 24-h interval. Similarly, we have shown (see Fig. 4) 
that circadian-like ensuing activity also follows MA injections given on a 31-h schedule in both intact and 
SCN-lesioned rats[49,50].  

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

We and other researchers have compiled evidence strongly supporting the conclusion that drugs of abuse 
can act as zeitgebers by entraining circadian anticipatory activity rhythms. This entrainment does not appear 
to require the presence of a light-dark cycle, a 24-h feeding rhythm, or an intact SCN (the suprachiasmatic  
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FIGURE 4. Wheel running in eight rats with (right panel) and eight rats without (left panel) SCN lesions, given 24 
injections of MA (2 mg/kg) at 31-h intervals. The rats were housed without time-of-day cues, under constant dim lighting, 
and with rate-limited feeding. MA was administered at time 0. With a 31-h schedule, no anticipatory wheel running 
develops. Instead, a transient increase in wheel running occurs 24–27 h after each injection. The left panel shows the 
pattern of activity in normal rats given MA, as well as during a pre- and post-MA phase when they received no 
injections[49; used with permission]. The right panel shows data for rats in which the SCN had been lesioned[50]. The 
lesion eliminated the rest-activity cycle in these rats, but they still showed circadian ensuing activity. 

nucleus, assumed by most investigators to be a master clock of circadian and ultradian rhythms). The 
resemblance of the behavioral effects of 24-h administration of addictive drugs to the behavioral effects of 
24-h administration of food suggests similarities in the underlying neurophysiological mechanisms. It is 
worth noting that the incorporation of meals and of abused drugs both present a challenge to homeostasis, 
and therefore to the degree that these events can be accurately predicted, appropriate compensatory 
mechanisms would be expected to be called into play[69]. The circadian locomotor activity that precedes 
daily drug administration may be an index of the seeking and compensatory reactions that make up drug 
addiction. It remains an open question the extent to which the apparent similarities between meal- and drug-
entrained rhythms arises through shared peripheral and central mechanisms.  

Research in the last decade has shown that daily (circadian) injections of MA and cocaine, and daily 
access to alcohol, entrain anticipatory circadian rhythms; preliminary findings suggest that nicotine and 
fentanyl also entrain such rhythms, while haloperidol and saline do not. These circadian anticipatory 
rhythms are revealed by a pattern of locomotor activity that begins to increase a few hours prior to the 
next drug administration. After the final drug administration in a series, periods of increased activity 
continue to appear at about 24-h intervals for several days. A similar pattern of increasing, then declining 
wheel running activity is observed about 24 h following injections given on a 31-h interval. To date, all 
drugs that entrain anticipation appear to also evoke this circadian ensuing activity, but we do not know 
whether similar or identical neural and physiological mechanisms are in play.  

In the case of MA injections, this drug-entrained anticipatory circadian activity does not require the 
presence of an intact SCN, does not depend on expression of the direct locomotor stimulant effects of the 
drug, and is unaffected by the presence or absence of food-entrained circadian rhythms. We suggest that 
drug-entrained rhythms reflect variations in underlying neurophysiological states that alter an organism’s 
responses to the drug. We are currently investigating whether circadian scheduling enhances intake and 
motivation to seek drugs. Future studies of the mechanisms underlying these rhythms will add to our 
understanding of the actions of drugs of abuse, and how episodes of drug taking evolve into chronic abuse 
and addiction. 
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